Multi-object tracking has been recently approached with the min-cost network flow optimization techniques. Such methods simultaneously resolve multiple object tracks in a video and enable modeling of dependencies among tracks. Min-cost network flow methods also fit well within the "tracking-by-detection" paradigm where object trajectories are obtained by connecting per-frame outputs of an object detector. Object detectors, however, often fail due to occlusions and clutter in the video. To cope with such situations, we propose an approach that regularizes the tracker by adding second order costs to the min-cost network flow framework. While solving such a problem with integer variables is NP-hard, we present a convex relaxation with an efficient rounding heuristic which empirically gives certificates of small suboptimality. Results are shown on real-world video sequences and demonstrate that the new constraints help selecting longer and more accurate tracks improving over the baseline tracking-by-detection method.
Introduction
The task of visual multi-object tracking is to recover spatio-temporal trajectories for a number of objects in a video sequence. Tracking multiple objects, like people or vehicles, has a wide range of applications from Robotics to video surveillance [1] . Despite recent progress in the field, tracking under challenges of clutter or occlusion (e.g. in crowded scenes) is still a tall order. In such scenarios, tracks computed using methods that, for example, entirely rely on feature correspondences tend to "drift" away from the actual object over time. Moreover, partial overlap between different targets severely restricts tracking of individual objects in a standalone manner, and mandates group tracking.
To deal with the above problems, "tracking-by-detection" approaches relying on object detectors have recently become popular [2, 3, 4, 5] . Given object detections per frame in a video sequence, such methods connect detections across frames into tracks using some measure of correspondence. This minimizes the "drift" experienced by feature-based trackers, and provides robustness to partial occlusion. Given object detections in every frame, the tracking problem can be formulated as selection and clustering of corresponding detections over time. Moreover, track selection can be solved globally without early decisions that are typical for on-line trackers. Tracking-by-detection is typically formulated as a MAP estimation problem [6] that reduces to a min-cost network flow problem [7] which can be efficiently solved [8] .
Another advantage of the "global" track selection approach is that it enables a principled way of modeling interactions between tracks. Motion models of person interactions have been shown to improve human tracking in crowds [9] , or identify unusual behavior [10] . Some models have also helped to resolve ambiguities in label assignment of tracks [11] , impose constraints of constant velocity to handle partial occlusions [5] or overcome handicaps arising out of skewed camera viewpoints, clutter or indeed complex motions.
In this work, we propose to encode relations among tracks by modeling the spatial "co-occurrence" of detections and object motion between frames using pairwise costs. We show that such characteristics tend to "bias" final solutions towards tracks that satisfy the considered "co-occurrence" criteria. We show that such a bias gives more sustained tracking in the presence of clutter or partial occlusions, and can even incorporate multiple sources of information for robust tracking in videos. We further show that these costs can be minimized in a robust manner through a linear optimization relaxation followed by a rounding heuristic that provides suboptimality certificates. Results on realworld videos demonstrate a significant improvement over the state-of-the-art tracking-by-detection methods.
Related work
Recent approaches have formulated multi-frame, multi-object tracking as a min-cost network flow optimization problem [6, 5, 11] , where the optimal flow in a connected graph of detections encodes the selected tracks. Proposed approaches to solve for the optimal min-cost flow include push-relabel methods [6] , successive shortest paths [8, 2] , and dynamic programming in a greedy framework [8] . While solving for the flow greedily is an efficient algorithm because of its simple nature, the cases presented in these papers restrict the cost to unary terms over all edges. Thus they are unsuitable as a framework for minimizing pair-wise costs without extensive modification of algorithms. Indeed, adding any new term might require re-designing algorithms to include its effect on the overall minimization.
Brendel et al. [12] and Milan et al. [11, 13] formulate the problem in a framework that first selects tracklets and then connects them using a learned distance measure [12] or a CRF [11, 13] . Long term occlusions are handled in [12] by merging appearance and motion similarity. While [11, 13] propose to alternate between discrete and continuous optimizations in order to minimize several cost functions, the presence of two levels of optimization makes the minimization non-convex and so theoretical or empirical guarantees of optimality are hard to give. This eventually means that every cost needs to be separately verified for its performance on large datasets, and combination of costs need to be treated as different minimizations altogether.
Other approaches [3, 14, 15] use offline or online training to learn a similarity measure between tracklets. The proposed optimization methods don't provide any optimality guarantee, though. In addition, training might be difficult in some important conditions. For example, online training to discriminate appearances might be erroneous when objects move very close to each other ( Figure 1 ).
Overview of our approach
We propose an algorithm that incorporates quadratic pairwise costs into the traditional min-cost flow network. Unlike previous methods [2, 3] , which either build on top of min-cost flow solutions [11] or change the network structure [5] , we propose a modification to the standard optimization algorithm. Such quadratic costs can represent several useful properties like similar motion of people in a rally, co-occurrence of disparate signals like head and torso detections in a video of human motion etc.
While in such a case obtaining the global optimum is NP-hard [16] , we outline an approach to obtain values close to the global optimum, while we empirically verify the optimality of our solution. We present a linear relaxation to the quadratic term that is fast to optimize, followed by a FrankeWolfe based rounding heuristic to obtain an integer solution. The paper is organized as follows. We describe the traditional min-cost network flow formulation for tracking in Section 2.2 and our extension with pairwise terms in Section 3. We give examples of how to use such terms for designing costs with particular models in mind in Section 3.1. We then discuss optimization strategies in 4.2. Finally we outline strategies to achieve near-optimal integer solutions in Section 4.3 and show results on challenging datasets to validate our theory in Section 5.
Background: min-cost flow tracking
In this section, we describe the traditional formulation of multi-object tracking as a min-cost flow optimization problem [6] . We extend this framework in Section 3.1.
Suppose that we wish to track several objects simultaneously in a video by using the "detect-andtrack" framework [6] . That is, we run object detectors independently on every frame of the video and then connect detections over time to extract object tracks. Connecting might be done by using some correspondence criteria based from KLT or SIFT features between pair of detections from consecutive frames. The joint selection problem of multiple tracks from observed features can be formalized through a MAP objective [6] with specific constraints encoding the structure of the tracks. The MAP problem can be equivalently cast as the integer linear program (ILP) in equation (1) .
The correspondence with a network flow structure is summarized in Figure 2 . The joint selection of K tracks has been encoded using the following selection variables: x i ∈ {0, 1} is a binary indicator variable taking the value 1 when the detection i is selected in some track; x ij ∈ {0, 1} is a binary indicator variable taking the value 1 when detection i and detection j are connected through the same track in nearby time frames. The index i ranges over possible detections across the whole video. The quality of multiple tracks is quantified by the cost function. c i denotes the cost of selecting detection i in a specific frame (and represents the negative detection confidence) while c ij represents the negative of the correspondence strength between detections i and j. The set of possible connections between detections is represented by E and could be a subset of all pairs of detections in nearby frames by using choice heuristics (such as spatial proximity).
The constraint i : ij∈E x ij = x j = i : ji∈E x ji , which has the structure of a flow conservation constraint [7] , encodes the correct claimed semantic that x ij can take the value 1 if and only if both x i and x j take the value 1, and moreover, that each detection belongs to at most one track, enforcing the fact that two objects cannot occupy the same space. Finally, the constraint i x it = K = 
Modeling pairwise costs with an integer quadratic program
The above formulation in equation (1) represents a linear objective with linear equality constraints (where the integer constraint is not needed). While linear equations are both simple and easy to minimize, higher order models can represent more useful properties [9] . We suggest to add a quadratic cost between pairs of selection variables. To simplify the notation for the optimization sections, we collect the x i and x ij variables in a long vector z. The product z i z j then encodes joint selection of z i and z j -these choices could correspond to a pair of connections, a pair of detections, or even a connection and a detection. A term of the form Q ij z i z j can then either encourage (or discourage) the joint selection of z i and z j by having Q ij negative (or positive), respectively. Our approach is to consider a small set Q of such joint selections, and add the term ij∈Q z i z j Q ij to the objective. Our new optimization problem can thus be expressed as the integer quadratic program (IQP) in (2) , where the Q matrix is sparse and has non-zero entries Q ij for ij ∈ Q. Unfortunately, the above formulation can encode the quadratic assignment problem which is NP-hard to optimize in general [16] . Nevertheless, we propose an efficient (convex) linear relaxation in Section 4 as well as a powerful rounding heuristic that provides empirical certificates of suboptimality. Our main modeling strategy is thus twofold: 1) we encode our prior knowledge about the joint selection of variables using the sparse cost matrix Q (which can be arbitrary); 2) we can also add additional constraints to the IQP as long as they can be encoded as network flow constraints (this is a requirement of our rounding heuristic presented in Section 4.3). For the rest of this section, we provide examples of prior knowledge that can be encoded in our framework; we will focus on the optimization aspects in the following section.
Designing pairwise costs
In the following subsections, we show how some of the traditional constraints [10, 9] could be incorporated in our quadratic min-cost flow network framework. We focus on elements that cannot be simply encoded with traditional linear cost terms in (1).
Overlap penalty
One frequently used pruning strategy while dealing with detections is Non Maxima Suppression (NMS) [8] . Since object detectors fire repeatedly around objects in an image, this constraint enforces only one detection to be selected from an overlapping bunch of detections. It is thus an important tool to make sure multiple tracks are not selected for a single object. Previously algorithms like Pirsiavash et. al [8] have implemented this condition greedily by first selecting a track and then pruning all overlapping detections before selecting the next track. Others like Andriyenko et. al [17] have encoded it as a hard constraint in the optimization problem. Our approach is to design a new term that ensures NMS is performed simultaneously with tracking in a soft (scored) approach. Let x i and x j represent two overlapping detections. We add a positive penalty Q ij when both x i and x j are selected simultaneously. Such a penalty can also be added for connection-detection overlaps and connection-connection overlaps. One advantage of our soft approach is that when two people cross each other, overlapping detections might be allowed because of the upside of having longer tracks. Thus only tracks with repeated overlaps are discouraged by our method.
Enforcing consistency between two signals
In many tracking scenarios, multiple signals are available for use. For example, we might have separately trained detectors available for different regions of the body like head and torso. In case they give complementary information about the presence of the object, we can achieve better performance by combining them using a pairwise cost. Let
Optimization strategies
In the previous section, we presented examples of quadratic cost functions that we could include in our extension to the min-cost flow network formulation (2) to encourage co-occurrence preferences for individual variables in the minimization. Finding a global minimum is NP-hard [16] if we keep the integer constraints on the variables (which is necessary to ensure the correct track encoding). Our suggested strategy is to instead find a global solution to the relaxed version of the problem with the integer constraints removed, and then use a powerful heuristic to search for nearby integer solution that satisfies the flow constraints (see Section 4.3). By comparing the objective value between the "rounded" integer solution and the global solution to the relaxed problem, which provides a lower bound, we obtain a certificate of optimality. In our experiments, we observed that the suboptimality upper bounds were quite small, thus indicating that our optimization framework is stable and we can instead focus on designing good cost functions. We now describe several approaches to optimize the problem (2).
Quadratic optimization
If Q is positive definite, then the relaxed quadratic program (QP) in (2) obtained after removing the integer constraint is convex and can be robustly optimized using interior point methods implemented in standard commercial solvers such as MOSEK and CPLEX. These methods can scale to mediumsize problems 1 by exploiting the sparseness of Q suggested in Section 3.1.
In our general formulation, Q is not necessarily positive definite though. We can nevertheless use a standard trick to make it positive definite by defining its diagonal entries to be Q ii = j =i |Q ij |, while using c i − Q ii as the linear coefficient for z i in the objective. As z 2 i = z i for binary variables, this transformation yields an equivalent IQP. On the other hand, Q is then diagonally dominant and thus positive semidefinite [18, Thm. 6.1.10], and so the relaxation gives a convex problem.
In order to scale to very large scale datasets (billions variables), one could use the Frank-Wolfe algorithm [19] which is a first order gradient based method that iteratively minimizes a linearization of the quadratic objective. An advantage of this approach is that each step of the Frank-Wolfe algorithm reduces in our case to the minimization of a min-cost network flow problem, which can scale to much larger sizes than a generic linear program solver. Moreover, each step of this algorithm yields an integer solution. Thus, while optimizing the relaxed objective (which will provide a lower bound certificate), we can keep track of which integer iterate had the best objective thus far. This perspective also motivates a powerful rounding heuristic that we describe in Section 4.3.
Equivalent integer linear program
Another way to make the approach more scalable is to transform the integer QP (2) into an equivalent integer linear program (ILP) by introducing well-chosen additional variables and constraints. We present such an approach in this section, which follows a similar line of reasoning as in [20] .
We introduce a new set of variables u ij that encode the joint selection of the edge z i and z j , and thus we would like to enforce u ij = z i z j . The quadratic cost component Q ij z i z j could then be replaced with a linear cost Q ij u ij . An equivalent integer linear program is now shown in (3).
Here u and q represents the vector whose elements are u ij and Q ij respectively. The new constraint z i + z j ≤ 1 + u ij enforces that u ij should be 1 if z i and z j are both 1; while the pair of constraints u ij ≤ z i and u ij ≤ z i enforce that u ij should be zero if either z i or z j is zero. We call these additional constraints 'LOCAL(Q)' as it turns out that they define a polytope which can be obtained by a projection of the local marginal consistency polytope for the over-complete representation of a discrete Markov random field (MRF) [21, (4.6) ] with edges defined by the non-zero entries of Q 2 . Removing the integer constraint in (3) thus yields a LP relaxation that is similar to a standard one for MAP inference in MRFs, but with the additional FLOW K constraints, yielding a crucial structural difference with the previous work.
An advantage of the formulation (3) is that its relaxed form is a LP, which can usually be optimized by MOSEK or CPLEX to larger scale than the QP formulation, even though there is an increase in the number of variables and constraints. Note though that the number of new variables u ij created is the same as the number of non-zero coefficients in the sparse Q, which was indicated by the set Q in (3) to stress that we don't need to look at all pairs of edges. In exploratory experiments, we observed that the LP relaxation yielded similar quality solutions as the QP relaxation, but was faster to optimize; we have thus focused on the LP relaxation in our experiments. Another advantage of the formulation (3) is that we can easily generalize it to handle higher order terms in the objective. For a clique C of decision variables that we want to encourage or discourage jointly, we introduce a new variable u C := i∈C z i . This semantic can be readily enforced with the constraints u C ≤ z i for all i ∈ C, and i∈C (z i − 1) + 1 ≤ u C , which generalizes LOCAL(Q) for higher order terms and yield another ILP that can be relaxed to a LP.
Frank-Wolfe rounding heuristic
The solution of the LP relaxation of (3) can have fractional components because the additional linear constraints from LOCAL(Q) essentially violate the total unimodularity property, in contrast to FLOW K which yields a polytope with only integer vertices. Since naively rounding the obtained fractional variables to the nearest integer might not result in a feasible point (in other words a valid flow), we need a strategy to obtain an integer solution with cost similar to the minimum. Given the relaxed global solution z * , the simplest approach would be to look for the point closest in Euclidean norm in FLOW k which is an integer. As z 2 i = z i for binary variables, we have ||z − z * || 2 = (1 − 2z * ) z + ||z * || 2 which is a linear function of z. We can thus obtain the closest integer point by solving a LP over FLOW k , as all its vertices are integers. We call this approach Hamming rounding as d H (z, z ) := ||z − z || 2 reduces to the Hamming distance when evaluated on pair of binary vectors. On the other hand, the closest point in Euclidean norm doesn't necessarily yield a good objective value (as the search was agnostic to the objective). Inspired by the Frank-Wolfe algorithm, our suggested heuristic is to minimize instead the first-order linear under-estimator of the quadratic objective constructed with the gradient at the relaxed global solution z * . Specifically, we obtain the following LP, which has the usual network flow constraint structure and thus can be solved very efficiently:
The objective here can be interpreted as modifying the distance function on binary vectors to take the cost function in consideration. As previously mentioned, the relaxed LP solution provides a lower bound on the true ILP (which is equivalent to the IQP) solution. The difference between the objective evaluated on any feasible integer solution and the lower bound is thus an upper bound certificate on its suboptimality. Empirically, we obtained very small suboptimality certificates (≈ 10 −3 ) for our returned integer solutions, indicating that our rounding heuristic was effective at returning nearglobal optimal solutions. Hamming rounding was not as effective. We also note that in contrast to the previous work [5] which could not guarantee that their algorithm would converge to an integer solution, our approach will always give some integer solution (by solving a simple min-cost network flow problem), and can provide a certificate of suboptimality a-posteriori.
Experiments
In this section, we evaluate our approach on real world videos through experiments on two challenging datasets (Section 5.2). The first video of a crowd moving through a street is challenging because of clutter. Head detectors fire repeatedly in and around groups of people, and detections often overlap significantly. This generally throws off trackers as they find tracks that slowly drift from one person to another. For the second video, we have two signals in the form of head and torso detectors for each frame. While head detectors are noisy (low precision) but have high recall, torso detectors have high precision. Thus we demonstrate the use of our "co-occurrence" term by increasing the precision of head tracks by coupling them to torso tracks.
Tracking datasets
We test our algorithms on two datasets. The first sequence shown in Figure (1) (top row) is called "MarchingRally" sequence and is that of a crowd walking in a rally along a street. The video consists of 120 frames at 25 fps, and has around 50 people. This video is challenging because issues of clutter get amplified due to the high number of people present, and their proximity to each other while walking. We run a "head" detector [24] to detect heads of people in every frame. We then run a KLT tracker after initializing features within the bounding boxes of heads. Finally, for every pair of frames that are less than a certain threshold apart (10 frames), we connect pairs of detections with high values of correspondence strength. The strength of correspondence between two detections is defined by the number of their common KLT tracks divided by the total number of KLT tracks passing through both detections. Ground truth tracks are marked for all the 50 people in order to evaluate tracking results.
The second video shown in Figure ( 1) (bottom row) is called "TownCenter" [23] sequence and consists of 4500 frames at 25 fps, and around 230 people who are walking across the street. We have head and torso detections for every frame, and we run a KLT tracker to separately link head and torso detections across frames. Correspondence strength is then computed similarly as for the previous video.
Tracking in video experiment

Evaluation strategy
Evaluating a multi-object tracking algorithm can be difficult because errors might be present in various forms like ID swaps, broken tracks for a single object, or false positives. It is thus difficult to glean any information from scores like MOTA [11, 23] which combine all these errors into a single number.
Some methods in the past [11] have focused on metrics like distance between selected and ground truth tracks, count of ID swaps occurring in a video etc., they might not be a suitable metric for evaluation in all scenarios. For example, in crowd videos Figure (1(a) ), it is easy to have a low distance measure for tracks even if they continuously swap between neighboring people. On the other hand, ID swaps can be minimal when tracks are fragmented. Thus, we need an integrated measure that penalizes ID swaps while measuring accuracy at the same time. In order to do this, we propose a measure that extends the precision recall (PR) evaluation strategy of object detection as used in [25] .
Re-detection measure. We propose to measure the "re-detection" accuracy of a track, which evaluates correct tracking for at least n frames where n varies from 0 to several frames. To do this, we first extract all subtracks of length n from selected tracks. Each subtrack is then marked true positive or false positive if its first and last detections both overlap with a single ground truth track in corresponding frames. Consequently, we can plot a PR curve for the entire video using this approach. Each PR curve is summarized by the average precision, which is computed as the area under the PR curve [25] . Finally, the collection of average precisions for varying values of n summarizes how accurately and continuously a track is selected. Figure 3 shows two such graphs for various optimizations. Such a measure has several advantages. An ideal score in such a scenario is a value of 1 for all values of n. It signifies that there are no ID swaps or track fragmentation and distances between ground truth and detected tracks are limited because of overlap with ground truth bounding boxes. It also accounts for variations in detection sizes to which distance computation measures might be sensitive. Finally, such a graph shows the performance of an algorithm as tracks get longer, which measures the ability of a tracker to remain accurate.
Experimental results
We compare our algorithm with the state-of-the-art approaches on two video sequences. The baseline approach is a greedy implementation of the basic min-cost network flow algorithm [8] , and a network flow (NF) implementation as a linear program. In all graphs in Figure 3 , the corresponding results are represented by black ("Greedy + NMS") and blue ("NF Basic") curves.
In the "MarchingRally" video sequence, several people are moving in a crowd in a similar direction. The angle of viewing and the number of people in the video alleviate the issue of clutter, which leads to failure of tracking algorithms that tend to confuse tracking identities repeatedly. Our algorithm with overlap constraints (red curve) outperforms the state of the art by a large margin. Figure 3(a) shows the re-detection accuracy results with and without the overlap constraints. Notice that as the evaluation time interval increases, the difference between our algorithm and that of [8] increases. In fact, for 40 frames or more, our algorithms outperforms the baseline by over 20%.
The "TownCenter" sequence is a video with two complementary sets of detections corresponding to heads and upper bodies. While head detections are noisy but have high recall, body detections are more precise but are also prone to more clutter. In such a case, as shown in in Figure 3(b) we leverage body detections to improve noisy head tracks. Again in this case, there is more than a 20% improvement over the head baseline. Finally, the table in Figure ( 3) compares our method with a state-of-the-art [23] algorithm in terms of traditional MOTA evaluation measure.
Discussion and conclusion
We have shown how to minimize the traditional "detect-and-track" cost function in the presence of pairwise cost terms. The proposed method can incorporate several second order models that translate to useful constraints on tracks. We have experimentally demonstrated that adding the second order terms significantly improves over the state-of-the-art baseline tracker, and produces more consistent and long-term tracks.
Combining different types of pairwise terms into a single (linear) cost opens up the possibility of tracking complicated motions. In contrast, using greedy algorithms is tedious since different algorithms have to be engineered for different costs. Finally, while more complex cost functions have more parameters that have to be tuned, the parameters could be learnt from labeled data using structured output learning [20] . This opens up the possibility of learning second order tracking costs for specific crowd actions such as panic, street crossing or stampede.
